Odysseus

Interpreting the Odyssey
Or “The Story of the Tribe that Rules Mankind”
A Path to Awakening and Inner Peace “Para Los Serios”

Foreword
My good friend Jorge Carrillo has advised that I give a cautionary prologue as to how this article will
contend several belief systems: historical, anthropological, even medical approaches since it explains all of
these, metaphysically, as factual events. The logic is based upon many years understanding human signals,
creating the discipline of “Human Signals Intelligence” as a way of understanding the world [1,2,3]. As the
model is fractal, it applies not only to single persons, but to families, groups, companies, nations and even to
the scale of the culture of the occident - even the whole world can be understood with the simple models
that I have derived from the empirical world.
A person’s own illnesses are messages that explain origins in their life and ancestry. Culturally, the statistical
distribution of illness and causes of death give a reflection upon the metaphysical nature of the society.
Rather than seeking physical causes in diet and exercise, occupation and stress, one can see the fundamental,
hidden assumptions of society are the cause of widespread suffering, whether illness, poverty or educational
issues. While we follow the personal and ancestral stories to understand an individual client, we follow the
cultural and mythological stories to understand the origins of the present social situations, and indeed to
then predict the forthcoming events.
Isaac Asimov suggested in his books on “Psychohistory” that one could understand and predict based upon
knowing the different cultures of a complex planet. Well, it seems we can indeed do just that. The Holigral
Method [2] addresses the theoretical basis for this work. This article is an application.
The problems of the economy and modern society cannot be solved by the thinking that created it - as many
quote Einstein. The answer comes not from Governments nor finance nor law. Society is predictably broken
and things will only get worse. The reasons are simple physics and systems thinking. We need a new way,
and this I have, as published in [3]. One of the aspects of the solution is to address the blindness of the
world’s leadership and ruling elite; and that is the purpose of this article - to explain why they are as they
are and how to heal their inner emptiness.

“There’s trouble at ’mill.”
History is recorded by victors, something I discovered when only fourteen years old, visiting my pen friend
in France. England and France ignore defeats in history as far as possible and instead teach their great
victories. So too is all history written. Politicians leave only propaganda, and even the bible leaves only the
desired, distorted perspective and perception. Nothing written by politicians, including Moses, is to be
trusted. Now, to a less contentious story, but a highly illuminating one.
The name Odysseus means “trouble”. He was the most cunning and guileful member of the Achaean/
Danaan tribes (the Greeks) at Troy, responsible for “The Trojan Horse” used to finally deceive the Trojans and
end the war, as depicted in The Iliad [5]. His real story, though, is The Odyssey, a ten-year trial to make it
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home from Troy [4]. The story though, has another purpose, for those who, like the ancients, can read the
signals right, and understand the meaning.
His story is the fall of occidental society from the “Eden” of Old Egypt, into the hell of the modern world,
and in reverse the story is the template for the redemption of anyone with a cunning mind. Therefore, this is
salutary for the politicians, those in positions of power, and rulers of the modern world, should they wish a
path of redemption for the shameless corruption and intentional incompetence enacted on the world these
last 3000 years.
Why would that be desirable to those who have everything? Because they do not have what really matters happiness, a solution to the inner emptiness nor a solution to the abyss that surrounds their being - the void
of nothingness - a poor parody of the All of those who are awake.

Starting Conditions
The backdrop to the Trojan War is the conflict induced by Eris the Goddess of Strife through the golden
apple and the judgement of Paris. Briefly, Eris was not invited to the wedding of Peleus and Thetis (parents
of Achilles), and so in revenge she threw a golden apple into the party, inscribed “to the most beautiful”.
Zeus ducked choosing which of Athene, Hera and Aphrodite would receive it, and instead, Paris, Prince of
Troy, was chosen to decide. The Goddesses each sought to bribe him, and he chose Aphrodite who promised
him the love of Helen, the most beautiful woman in the world - but wife of Menelaus, King of Sparta.
The rest is history-story. Menelaus called upon his brother Agamemnon, High King of the Achaeans, to lead
a thousand ships to recover Helen. After ten years of siege, events came to a head, many heroes died, and
Odysseus came up with a plan to use a Wooden Horse to break the walls. This is the origin of the terms The
Trojan Horse and “beware of Greeks bearing gifts”. As the horse was a guise for an offering to Poseidon, God
of the Sea, and a ruse to defeat his people - the Trojans - he was not amused and cursed Odysseus to wander
for ten years before finally arriving home.
The backdrops to the Trojan war were the cosmological events surrounding the whole region1, meaning that
an age of seriousness was to descend on the occident for a seriously long time. The Sea Peoples emerged - the
Hittites (Trojans), sweeping across the Mediterranean, wiping out the cultures existing, and settling as
Philistines-Phoenicians in the Levant.
However, the culture passed over was the robber-baron age of hilltop fortresses with “cyclopean” walls, an
age of plunder, booty, capturing women as slaves. In contrast to the Egypt of neither walls nor fortresses, it
is a serious and violent society; that of the Hyksos in all probability. In its roots is fighting over women,
territory and resources - the culture of the warrior-thief-pirate-brigand, and the culture that underlies
modern “civilisation” for the worse. Compared with Egypt this meme 2 has never been civilised, and never
will be, however good the disguise, the cosmetics, the public image, or “face”.
One of the truths of Egypt, and their Gods, is to see the tribes of men as different kinds of animals or plants,
and to value all life equally, each with their place in the world, and this is the real basis of homeopathy [8].
As all people are members of these fundamental tribes, it is not pejorative nor demeaning to be seen as one
tribe or another, just a simple fact of the membership; all animals, all minerals, all plants, all insects, all parts

See “The Return of the Gods” for more [1]. In short, the Exodus re-understood shows YHWH to be Set the Egyptian
God of the Desert and Storms, one of whose sacred animals is the pig.
1

A “Meme” is a cultural thought form, that can be applied to a group of people or indeed a culture. My implication is
that modern society is inherently unjust, uncivilised and poor in social values compared with, for example, any primitive
tribe in any of the remote regions of the world. One has to ask why are we modern humans so evil as a collective.
2
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of the tree of life, and indeed all the mythological creatures too, like dragons, chimeras, sphinxes, wraiths,
trolls, goblins, hobbits, elves, fairies, leprechauns, minotaurs and so on.

Echoes of the Origins
Stories were left, to pass down the ages3 , in order to show those who would later come how to undo the
“cultural spells” binding the cosmological shifts of the group mind. They survived: The Iliad, the Odyssey
and the stories of Perseus and Heracles being the most important. The Iliad marks the last great escapade of
the brief-lived Achaean empire, Perseus marks the slaying of the female Goddess-power (Medusa, the
Mayan 13) and Heracles marks the path of the saviour.
The Odyssey represents the layering of the cultural field under the rule of the cunning - the serious ones4 the “spells” that hold the cultural group mind in place, with its communally closed third eye, shutting off the
realm of “the other side” except for the few shamans. In particular, it represents the layering over a certain
tribe of humans - the tribe that, by and large, now rules the world.
It’s not a pretty insight, but it is the correct interpretation, and it reveals a path to redemption for people in
power - should they choose to accept it. If they do not, the answers for the rest of the people are obvious
enough. There are three ways out of the crisis: Pipers (escape the people), Drums (Mme La Guillotine) or
Redemption (this path). I will explain the forward path (into the present mess) first, and then how the
reverse path is used for healing and beginning the journey towards a genuine world of peace.

The Lotus Eaters
After an initial act of piracy (the very starting conditions are rape and pillage, and the right understanding of
businessman is “pirate” as any reader of Peter Pan would tell you), the first event of note within the Odyssey
is the visit to the land of the Lotus Eaters. This is a land where the natives eat a plant that makes men forget
any worries or concerns, and just laze about all day. Odysseus “rescues” his men from this “terrible fate”, to
continue the voyage.
This land will be Egypt or representative of Egypt from time before - a land of peace, fun and joy at the time.
The spell of note here is the dream-trance of seriousness that afflicts Odysseus. The horrible truth is that
everything can be done with little effort and with great ease, and that no-one needs to work hard - the
Holigral Method demonstrates that5. But, the Danae6 being one of the tribes of serious ones to leave Egypt,
had already the seriousness dis-ease - and with it, Odysseus had the compensation of “a cunning mind”7.

3

The Ancients left messages in stone structures and carvings, traditions and rituals, stories, clothing/dress and games.

The “serious ones” are my name for the Hyksos, the tribe of incomers to Egypt, as addressed in [1]. The seriousness is a
dis-ease of disconnection from the spiritual side of life, most especially “the cosmic joke” of who we really are.
4

The typical white collar role, including CEO’s, finds an 80% saving in working hours after about 6 days of working
with the Holigral Method. Funnily enough, no CEO yet to do the retreat has chosen to extend it to his staff. The normal
excuse is that the employees will not behave with the spare time liberated - very interesting “projection”, reflecting that
the CEO’s have used the time to be on their boat or enjoying themselves. The point is, we only need to work one or two
days a week, but if that happens the rulers worry about revolutions happening - and so they should, given the level of
misrule in the world. :-))
5

James Cameron and “the naked archaeologist” suggested some interesting interpretations of Exodus, including the
possibilities that two missing tribes might have ended up in Greece, given the stelae at Mycenae. The wider Hyksos
peoples were almost certainly from the entire Eastern Mediterranean area, not just the hills of the Levant.
6

As the Holigral Method shows [2], mind emerges as a compensation for a fragmentary defining moment, whether for a
person or a culture. It replaces direct revelation and knowing, perhaps explaining the importance of Oracles in that era.
7
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Leaving the land of the Lotus represents an echo of Exodus but more importantly how they re-entered the
dream - the falling back asleep into the trance of the serious. The Ithacans chose to return to the dream under the control of Odysseus. It re-affirms their tribal legacy and its influence on the rest of the world as
the dream-virus spread, and thus the seeds of seriousness being worst at the top were sewn.
Another, I believe more likely, interpretation is to treat the whole story as a pack of lies with grains of truth.
In this case the horrible truth would be that he and his men were expelled from the land of the Lotus Eaters
for being too serious. Maybe just the one tribe was the cause - the boat of the most serious (he has 12 boats
of men).
The more cunning the linguist the more serious the consequences for mankind. Hypnosis actually brings
clarity and awakening - the serious world is back to front from the greater (broader) truth. Mind is trancesleep and “no-mind” is awake. Maybe there was also an echo of the war over women - maybe they had
slaves or captives from Troy and the Lotus Eaters would have none of that? The original sin might be of
lacking the worthiness to be allowed to live in Eden? The Gods expelled the peoples, in Genesis8 and in
Exodus.

In place of Lotus-Liberty is Clothing

Lotus Eaters
Only work one day in seven
Peace and time and plenty
A Partridge in a Pear Tree - Uprooted
(Tree of Knowledge)
HUMILITY - Aries - Mares of Diomedes
Eden & The Great Cover-Up
Water to Wine
Fear of Real Knowing
Dis-Ease of Seriousness
Originating from the War over Women
Originating from the Migration of the Hyksos into Egypt
Originating from the Original Sin of Set on Osiris & Horus
Abuse-Neglect Balance
Central Attractor

The Naked Truth of the Lotus (Wine) is Covered up

1. The Cover-Up: the eye-patch of the pirate.

8

Genesis is the Projected Origin post-Exodus [1].
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Cyclops
The second event is landing on the island of the Cyclops (Polyphemus). He is a giant sheep-herder who
traps Odysseus and his men in his cave, eating some. Odysseus escapes by blinding the one eye of
Polyphemus with a sharp stake while he slept, and then hiding underneath the sheep as they leave the cave
to avoid being felt by his hands.
Polyphemus means “many-famous”, thus the cyclops who is shepherd to the sheep is blinded by cunning.
Literally this reflects the cunning mind shutting off the third eye, making people blind to what it can see by
looking through the surface, and instead only seeing the surface glamour - “fame”. It also abrogates the
natural stewardship and reflects the separating of BaNebDjedet (the Egyptian Ram-God) from protecting his
flock. This is the glamour to be seen through in esoteric traditions. Beauty is indeed not skin deep, but
without the eye, only the surface is experienced - the back of the fleeces. As “Ba” is soul this is “serious”.
The cunning mind replaces the shepherd with “projected value”9 - and with this comes money and the
distortions that grew later. The distortions of the well moneyed are incredible to perceive to the outside eye.
Image and Brand are the “currency” of the culture then created.
The real third eye is actually at the penis head or female genitalia, as can be seen from a simple comparison
of the Eye of Horus with that part of her body, and old jokes about “the evil eye”. To blind an eye, its lid is
cut off, and the sun then does the rest. Thus the trauma of the early circumcision is inflicted both to
dissociate and also to close the the third eye - and also to hide the venereal disease of the serious ones, which
is centred upon sexual prohibitions.
That also explains the distortions and abuses by monks and priests, for the energy of Set the sodomist10 is
uncontrolled without the circumcision. The profanity of the loss of the sacred connection is marked by the
the dis-ease of veneration. In replacement of the third eye insight is the projected value of surface glamour the inner sun no longer shines through to see below the surface. From this root grow all the distortions of
the inequalities of modern society, which is far, far less civilised than those of before the Exodus.
Lotus Eaters
Frogs
Frogs are a Fertility Symbol
=> shagfest to awaken
2 Turtle
Doves

Partridge in Pear Tree
The Great Cover-Up
Water to Wine
Dis-Ease of Seriousness
Originating from the War
over Women

Cyclops
The Eye of the Cyclops is Blinded
As the lid of the eye is cut off,
so the sun blinds the eye.
Thus the early circumcision.
The 6th Sense Fails.

from
Set-Osiris Abuse

In place of Lotus-Liberty is Clothing - the cover-up
In place of Cyclops is “the Surface appearance”
(this stops the Eye seeing through the clothing)
The snake takes the blame.

2. The Cyclops is Blinded: Circumcision; “the Eye of the Needle” and “the Mote in the Eye”
“Projected value” is another side-effect of the loss of knowing who we really are, allowing for a discrimination that one
person is worth more than another.
9

Set is the god who was renamed YHWH, for reason published in [1], God of Desert, Storms, Wasteland; jealous,
vengeful and sodomistic - a perfect match. His sacred animal is the pig, and the symbol of dominion in Egypt is the Was
sceptre - a Waw figure with the Set-animal head and tail. Yodh represents a piece of the tail, the H’s represent fences, and
the W is the Was (Set) without the head, reflecting a primal dissociation of tail and head - the circumcision and blinding
of the Third Eye, and an even further echo of Ra and Apep.
10
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Aeolus, Lord of Winds
The third event is a meeting with Aeolus lord of the winds, who gifts Odysseus a bag containing all the
winds except the West, so he can travel home to Ithaca safely. Unfortunately, his crewe became jealous that
Odysseus is hiding treasure within the bag and open it while he slept. The winds escaped, returning them
all to the island of Aeolus, who then refuses to help a second time, on the grounds that the gods must be
offended by Odysseus and his men.
Aeolus is the bull11 - Apis and Poseidon, the real minotaur masculine power - and the moon, a reflection of
the inner power. Apis was master of the four winds in Egypt, and Poseidon represented the sea, which in
the Mediterranean is solely ruled by the wind.
The ring was put through the nose of the bull, literally the binding of the one-God spell was disempowering
the many Gods. We see this also with Theseus killing the Minotaur. We also see that Odysseus’ issues in
travelling home were largely driven by the anger and hostility of Poseidon due to the sacrilege of the Trojan
Horse ploy.

Gnats
Aeolus
Winds - Apis
JUSTICE
3 French Hens
Liberty, Equality, Fraternity
Smell
Emasculation
Ring through the bull’ nose.

Instead of Lotus-Liberty is Slavery
Instead of Cyclops-Fraternity is Discrimination
Instead of Apis-Equality is Hierarchy
No Direction; The Winds of Fate Blow
Lotus Eaters
Frogs
2 Turtle
Doves

6th Sense

Partridge in
Pear Tree

Cyclops

The Great Cover-Up
Water to Wine

Circumcision

3. The Bull is Emasculated

The enduring symbol of the seafaring Minoan Empire was the bull - the minotaur. The Apis bull of Egypt ruled over
the winds, and the Greeks had Poseidon also associated with the bull. Across the ancient cultures this was a symbol of
virility and power.
11
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Odysseus’ cunning was his undoing as the crew trusted him not. In this we see the origins of the biggest
signal of this layer of the matrix, which is how the tribe of cunning ones justify having more than their fair
share, and how they deserve the most money and the best quality of life, thus inciting greed and theft from
those who have less. Because the others feel envy they will steal it back if they can, and so the real extra
wealth is hidden. This is the energetic origin of crime and punishment based upon the idea of property and
ownership. They are indeed cunning linguists, and the law is the evidence, weighted fully in favour of those
who already have.
The testes and ovaries were dissociated as sensing power centres; the bull emasculated. The testes and
ovaries are good sensors of power, and even the Chakra labelling is out of sequence at these, with the sun
and moon reversed - the sacral is the sun and what is now called the solar plexus is rightly the moon (the
“lunar plexus” would be a better name)12. The correct order is the days of the week from root to crown.
The financial, the power, and the treasure are the compensations for the losses of the third eye and the true
masculine power. The signals are many, but one might be dominatrix and kinky sex games proverbially
associated with the upper class. Bullshit, rhetoric and the language of hot air - politics all - are also the
signals of compensating the missing real male and female powers.

The Laestrygonians - “speak no evil”
This leads neatly to the cunning trick of the fourth event, and the heart of the whole matter. The story goes
that the next island was a land of cannibalistic giants who crushed eleven out of the twelves ships and ate
their crews with only the one ship of Odysseus escaping.
In reality, it was a stranding on a desert island with no winds to escape. The 12th ship of Odysseus eats the
members of the other eleven, keeps the ghastly secret and blames giants (Laestrygonians - “Laertys
Gonians” - “eaters of the gonads of the father”) for the loss once they have the favourable wind. Each of
these 12 ships carried a different tribe, but only one was left. These original tribes are reflected in the Gods
of Ancient Egypt: animals, plants and so on are actually the human tribe-archetypes. Or eleven eat one, then
ten eat nine and so on until one escapes and the others consume, abandoned - Easter Island - or they all go
mad and one boatload escapes, leaving the remnant to consume each other.
The heartlessness that resulted from the turning of hearts to stone is shown in the treatment of other human
beings - the other tribes. The disease of the heart originates here, and is shown today with the highest rates
of death.
A curious side-effect of the pituitary gland dysfunctioning is gigantism - perhaps after Apis and Cyclops the
next signal is indeed that of giants. The encephalitis of the animals running amok, killing each other, is a
reflection of the madness of the humans feeding off each other. Scrapie and BSE emerged in the 20th Century
as a result of feeding herbivorous animals off each other. The fourth plague of Egypt was a message from
the animals back to their human tribe equivalents. But the blind remained blind.
The message here is that one tribe takes it’s prominence over the others, literally to rule and to feed off them,
as if they were cannibals metaphorically, while blaming an external agency for the situation. The other tribes
are sacrificed to benefit the 12th. Sounds right for modern politics and business to me! The heart-full native
tribes still share with other wanderers and tribes without a second thought, for they have not the dis-ease.
The lack of sharing is shown in every aspect of wealth, the scraps going to the beggars, the charity handouts
salving the limited consciences - or at least making a public show of having a conscience in order to con the

Saturn (Cronos), Sun/Amun, Moon, Tyr/Mars, Odin/Mercury, Thor/Jupiter, Freya/Venus; the moving celestial
bodies and the days of the week; the flow and the structure, a fractal within all aspects of life.
12
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sheep. The hardened hearts of coronary patients reflect the hardened hearts of the leadership, thanks to the
Aaron-Pharaoh standoff [1].
In reflection, the literal problem here is cannibalism translated into one group of people who feed off
everyone else. Call this this tribe of the ruling elite and this is as it is. In Mexico, where the volcanoes pop,
the Mayan centres show periodic burning of the city centres followed by abandonment. When Popocatepetl
blows again, so will the signal be to the people to rise and cleanse the leadership out - call it a social heart
attack if you will.

Slavery is Freedom
Discrimination is Just Reward
Hierarchy Leads: “Direction” (Directors)
One tribe cannibals the other 11 (Ownership)

Gnats
Aeolus
Winds - Apis
3 French Hens
Smell
Frogs

Cyclops

HEART DIS-EASE
Hierarchy

Cannibal
Giants

Animals
Amok

Speak
no Evil

Four Calling Birds
The Four Lies

4. The Elite Feed Off the Other Tribes: 1 in 12
Heart Sacrifice and the Masonic Symbol (Eye in Triangle over the Pyramid)

The spell of silence fell on the messengers - the animals went dumb, the divination was not understood, the oracles fell
silent, the messengers were killed. The right phrase is “speak no evil”, and no-one spoke of the evil. Four evils and four
deceptions radiated into the world, and the animals ran amok in frustration at losing the telepathic link to the serious
ones. Dis-ease of the heart was born.

Circe - “see no evil”
The fifth event and spell is the meeting of the enchantress Circe. Her island is an idyll, where tame animals
greet the men (wolves and lions). But Circe turns his men into pigs, using her wonderful food and herbs
(cheese, wine and honey).

Only Odysseus escapes the spell - so goes the story.
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disenchanted his men and they saw their true nature - the tribe of pigs that eat of the other human animaltribes, and the lions and wolves are men of other tribes. Clearly the cunning manipulator has no desire to
see such truth and they run away as fast as possible.
This is the first clear sign of the source of true tribe of the rulers of the world - the tribe of Set (YHWH),
whose sacred animal is, yes, the pig. The cheese and wine party is the modern echo of the enchantment.
The pestilence kills the other animals of Egypt - following the running amok. This reflects the killing of the
other “tribes” on the desert island.
Circe’s legacy is the circus, the games which enchant and entertain the other tribes while the feeding of the
pigs continues unabated - for they have trough-loads of money! Animal Farm says it all, as does “The Lord
of the Flies” where the evil children worship a pig’s head. Funny things - signals - they just keep coming
back until they are understood.
As the image and brand are revealed, so the smoke and mirrors acts are needed, so the circus, the shows and
the spectacles come into play, for the people need to be enchanted in order to not see the tribes in action.
Together with bread this was the great control of Rome.
This is the origin of projection, the spell of the matrix that holds all in their sway save those awakened few entertainment, glamour and distraction, held within the one ring that binds the bull and holds all the real
power. The fifth plague was the death of the animals: literally no longer seen. Following BSE the mad
animals die. The sight is lost completely and the serious ones can no longer see the animal archetypes
within - underneath the surface veil of - each human being. In place of the sight a material manifestation
was needed to signal the evil - the sixth plague of boils, like volcanoes bubbling up the subsurface.

The tribe is revealed as that of
“the pig”
Circe

5 Enchantments of Blindness
War for Peace
Material Glamour
Bull??
Pyramid Schemes
Bread and Circuses
Pestilence

5 Gold
Rings

Gnats
Aeolus
Winds - Apis
3 French Hens
Smell
Frogs

Cyclops

HEART DIS-EASE
Hierarchy

Cannibal
Giants

Animals
Amok

Speak
no Evil

Four Calling Birds
The Four Lies

See no
Evil

5. All are Blinded as to the Human Tribes
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Sirens - “hear no evil”
The next episode of the adventure is to pass the Sirens who lure men to their doom. Odysseus wishes to
hear them but also to survive, so he fills his crew’s ears with wax and is himself tied to the mast. He yearns
to follow the spell, but is bound not to, and his men are deaf to it.
The sixth spell is that of the Sirens - separating man from the charms of the feminine, separating him from
the power of love that would redeem. The true love kills the ego and a man can awaken, but the false loves
leave the man in his selfishness and ego. Death is the path to awakening as told in the story of Osiris, and
true love is a shortcut, which was cut off by the cultural spell on the 12th tribe. Nepthys and Isis heal Osiris
once he is scattered into 14 pieces in the Nile Delta.
Sirens summon men to the doom, to death through the enchanting song, but it is the ego death, awakening
the man to becoming truly civilised and loving. As a path out of the matrix it was closed - the ears of the
crew were filled with wax so as not to hear the song of true love.
The three wise monkeys emerge from these three episodes, making man deaf, dumb and blind to both evil
and good - remorseless in deed. Together with the closing of the third eye and the loss of the sensing of the
organs so is humanity robbed, and the fertile ground for the sociopath emerges, ready for what happens
next.

Sirens

6
Geese
Laying

Hear no
Evil

The Ears are Deafened
to the Song of the Sirens
Six Nested Eggs:
The Golden Goose
Mirror, Mirror
Claiming The Territory
Shoot the Messenger
The Leader’s Direction
The Mote in the Eye

Circe
5 Gold
Rings

Pestilence

See no
Evil

Boils

6. The Ears Are Deafened to the Song of the Sirens
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Scylla and Charybdis
The ship then has to pass through straits with a choice between a whirlpool that will swallow the ship or a 6headed monster that will grab many of the crew. Odysseus chooses to pass by the monster and lose a few of
his men.
The seventh spell is the knife-edge choice between Scylla (the personal collective of fragmented aspects Hydra), and Charybdis - the abyss of the sociopath possessed of an entity within a black hole, through which
(almost) no-man can pass. The ego-less can though, and as Odysseus heard the sirens but could not
respond, being tied up, he survived. Clever man13.
The real story here is that man falls either into forming a personal collective that is his trance or subject to an
“entity possession” that dominates like a black hole. This is fully described in [2], the theory for the
structures of the self and the methods for their undoing. Whether a person takes the left or the right is down
to their life path - the dictates of inheritance and events. The signals are clear - the signals of the structure or
the signals of manipulation.
The path of life is through the channel of these two monsters, and eventually all but the few awakened are
caught by one or the other, for such is the design of the matrix-dream. “Here there be monsters.”
Scylla or Charybdis
Fragmentation or
Possession-Abyss

7
Days

The 7-day week rules
Time is Bound
Time
Sirens

Hear no
Evil

7
Swans

6
Geese
Laying

Boils

Chary
-bdis

Scylla

7. Fragmentation (personal collective of aspects) or the Abyss (Entity-Possession)
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarves”
13

Seems like he was ego less when actually the truth was the opposite.
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The Cattle of Helios
Another island is then reached, this time owned by the Sun God, Helios, and populated by his cattle.
Despite the warning of Hermes, some of the cattle are plundered, and Helios calls upon Poseidon to wreck
the ship.
The eighth spell relates to the cattle of Helios - despoiling the harmless followers. The cattle then follow the
one-god, and are now ruled over by the tribe of the pig. This annoys the gods and Odysseus is shipwrecked
and left as the only survivor. The symptom in the world is exploitation of the people, the animals and the
resources, and the claims of dominion over all. The followers of the leader are sacrificed in the name of the
greater good of the leader’s goals.
The suffering of the people under the yoke of the ruling elite is the dis-ease to be seen here - poverty,
malnutrition, discrimination, slums, wastelands, desertification, fences and borders, mis-education and
serfdom-employment.
The sun gives love equally to all creatures of earth, it does not discriminate as to who is more or less worthy
of love or nourishment or food or shelter. The one-god religions impose authority on others, rather than
living in tolerance and accepting of diversity. The code of the pig is enforced on the other tribes, whether
they will or not. Even if the code is upgraded to atheism then so is its religion of science imposed - for the
true member of the human pig tribe can never feel the “divine”.
The Pieces of Eight
Money Justifies Theft

Pieces
of Eight

Despoiling the
Cattle of Helios

Cattle of
Helios

Locusts
7
Days

Time

7
Swans

Hail

Chary
-bdis

Scylla

8 Maids
Milking

THEFT

8. Money Rules: Coins with a Square hole.
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Usury
Debt
Trade
Value
Work
Pay
Ownership
Property

Odysseus
The signals now are the enforcement of law, the bias towards those in power, the society of crime and
punishment, and a world that truly is “The Lord of the Flies”. The games of divide-and-conquer, “two-party
democracy” and “crime and punishment” run the show. Inspection, as per [3] reveals this all to be the code
of the sociopath, and so as the rules are sociopathic, so society gradually falls into their way.

Calypso
Calypso rescues Odysseus, and for seven years he stays with her, until she has to let him go. This reveals
seven veils that were laid between the cunning one and the gods. According to “Etymologicum Magnum” her
name means καλύπτουσα το διανοούμενον, i.e. "concealing the knowledge", which combined with the
Homeric epithet δολόεσσα, meaning subtle or wily, justifies the hermetic character of Calypso and her
island.
The gods hid the knowledge so that the man who deserved not, would not find. And that meant the entire
tribe of the serious ones - ultimately, the entire occident - was not meant to live with the Gods, but rather to
be separated. More than that, this spell stops these people from hearing, seeing or understanding the truth
even if it is presented on a golden platter. And that is a fundamentally frustrating problem for those who do
discover the truth, because literally the trance of the serious ones does not allow the words.
The message has more meanings though, for Odysseus plays with his Goddess and then abandons her,
having never really loved. This is the sociopath in action in the world - in relationships, in business, in
government, promises broken, stick and carrot played, but in the end the cat bores of the mouse and leaves
the game.
There are nine main kinds of manipulations that the sociopath-pig-goblin-wolf tribe apply to control and run
out their games.

➡

9 Secrecy (Calypso), e.g. official secrets, economy with the truth

➡

8 Money (Cattle), e.g. law and “freedom”

➡

7 Divide and Conquer (Scylla), e.g. competition, political parties

➡

6 Charisma and Charm (Siren), e.g. divas and schmoozers

➡

5 Bread and Circuses (Circe), e.g. entertainment, sport

➡

4 Lies and Empty Promises (Laestrygonians), e.g. politics, bonuses, pensions, kill the messengers

➡

3 Victim-Persecutor-Rescuer (Aeolus), e.g. crime and punishment

➡

2 Glamour and Image (Cyclops), e.g. exclusive brands, celebrity

➡

1 War for Peace (Lotus Eaters), e.g. WWII, Cold War, Iraq, Iran, ...

These basic game forms can be combined, developed into more sophisticated models and hidden beneath
camouflage, but they are all part of the magic that is woven to keep the cattle and sheep at work.
Periodically, though, they get bored and want a war or a conflict, and then we see the signals that are
obviously present now. Ultimately, nothing can sate their needs and death is their only release.
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Nine Lords
Leaping

Nine Rings
of Power

Pieces
of Eight
Darkness

Cattle of
Helios

The Nine Rings of Power
Locusts

Calypso

7
Days
Time

7
Swans

Hail

Chary
-bdis

Scylla

The Veils over Calypso
Secrets
Money (Theft)
The Working Week
The Golden Egg
Glamour
Pyramids
Law
Wool Over the Eyes
Conquest

8 Maids
Milking

THEFT

9. The Nine Rings of Power of Men over Others

The hidden knowledge is obvious to the awakened, and only to be revealed to the elite in trade for all they have unfairly
accumulated.

The Suitors
Finally, Odysseus is landed back in Ithaca and has to kill the troublesome suitors who occupy his land and
chase his lady. Being outnumbered heavily, he has to use all his guile to gain control of the weapons - the
bow (or the army in a modern state). His lady, being Queen, represents the land. The suitors represent the
politicians - and indeed they still wear wool suits, they suit in law and they despoil the land. That is the
beginning of the slavery of the modern states, and represents the Fall From Grace, not of the devil, but of the
serious ones and the peoples they ruled.
Suitors make promises oriented in the future, whereas real leaders make affirmations of past conduct. This
contrasts the ten commandments as promises with the 42 affirmations of Ma’At requiring evidence of the
past. The missing 35 affirmations in the 7 promises that have legacy in the ten commandments reveal the
signals of evil in the world due to the dis-ease of seriousness and the distortions that go with it: selfishness,
prioritisation of resources, justification of some have more than others, property and ownership, slavery in
many forms - presently “employment”.
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There is not that much to say about these suitors, as their games are exposed. Perhaps the main thing is to
see “cat and mouse” play. Politicians will allow a pilot programme, raising hope, then never allow the main
programme to happen, because they:

➡

like to dash the hopes of the good people,

➡

like getting good people to do evil actions (prisons, camps, wars),

➡

like to look good and hate criticism,

➡

have no real sense of humour,

➡

do not understand moral people,

➡

are empty inside, cold and calculating, and

➡

like to create “Hell on Earth” for their slaves.

Outside of this:
The Pied Pipers Piping
The Drummers Drumming

One Ring to Rule
Them All ... and in
the Darkness
Bind Them.

Nine Rings
of Power

The Firstborn
The Suitors

Nine Lords
Leaping

Ten Ladies
Dancing
Pieces
of Eight

Darkness
Cattle of
Helios

Calypso
Locusts

7
Days

Slavery

Time

6
6

6

Spider

Octave
7
Swans

Time
Is Money

6

5

6

Hail

6
Chary
-bdis

Scylla

THEFT

Manipulation

10. The Ring of Power
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Milking

Odysseus
So, this was the story of the creation and refining of the goblin state that now rules humanity, worldwide,
and at all levels of society, with a few “good eggs” thrown in to put the rest of us off guard. The binding of it
all fell within the spell book of the one-god - the Pentetuarch. And so it was for 3160 years or so.

The Present
Odysseus represents the survivor and the winner in modern society, where cunning, deception and tricks are
the order of the day. But who says it has to be that way? Only those who do not know how to make it any
different, or who have advantages in the resulting slavery, misery and resource poverty that now abides. To
undo all the damage is a matter of reversing the steps.
The discipline of systems thinking shows the concentration of money, power and ownership runs away to a
few, followed by revolutions and unrest, and the pattern repeats, just like the volcanoes in Mexico reflect the
patterns of cyclic burning out of the centres of civilisations. Unless a Government almost exclusively sets its
laws to protect the poor from the rich and to tax the rich primarily in order to return wealth to all, then this
cyclic pattern is inevitable.
So, why does occidental man carry all the diseases which seem to kill off the natives who he meets? Why
does African DNA mostly trump other DNA during inter-breeding? Why is “black Africa” disinclined to
work hard? Simple really; the Gods desire to eliminate the evil of the occidental way of life, by disease or
genetics, wars or famines. If enlightenment does not work then death will. There is no reason to work hard
as all can flow easily with only a few hours a week. The way of the occidental is less efficient, less healthy,
less joyous and less worth living. The diseases reflect the sickness, and now it infects almost all the world,
and as such the patient is in terminal decline.
The compensation culture comes literally from compensating. Television replaces, for normal people, what
many dyslexics and autists have naturally flowing in their mind. Physical telepathy devices are being
invented to compensate for the loss of connection through the mind-field.

Alien contact desires are

compensating for the lack of seeing the human tribes and lack of seeing below the surface. The point is that
all these compensations can be cheaply and freely acquired by addressing the inner evils and structures
rather than the great expense of the material path. When you see a person using crutches you understand
the compensation, but what about glasses, calculators, spellcheckers, medicines and doctors for social
disease, law and police for the lack of conscience, or hierarchy for low self-esteem?
The seeds of revolution sprout as controls grow. The ruler know this, so clearly with tactics like kettling,
they want social conflict. They are arming the laws and training the police to deal with the loss of pension
value and employment, as they get the pay off of a period of time of crushing the spirit of the good people,
of the cattle and sheep. After this they will die happy in the revolutionary pressures that blow the tops of
the pyramids. Popocatepetl is ticking and marking the timing of these events.
But there is another way, we do not have to go through these cycles again and again. Surely even the most
sociopathic of goblins must be now bored of the games and desiring something new. And this is why I am
now here: to destroy their world or to bring them healing - the choice is theirs, the Gods are returned and
awaiting my lead in events. The clock ticks; your move.
Before you decide, though, have a look at the new way out. They way back in is obvious - carry on and see
the replay of the fall of Rome. Someone else will dig up the gold in another thousand years.
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Part 2: The Way Out
Reversing the path back in, this is how Holigral can lead the tribe of the elite into enlightenment. Yes, they
can still rule afterwards. Yes, they can still be serious sometimes if they have to be, and probably yes to all
the other childish requests. There will be amends to be made, though, because healing will return a
conscience, and that will need salving.

Redressing the Suitors
Slaying the suitors with arrows of truth is the beginning. The bow is the holigral method, which works best
for awakened archers. The suitors are a perfect metaphor of the modern politicians and ruling elite - they
suit Penelope (the people) for the right to rule, wasting and spending the resources as they indulge in her
beneficence. All that Penelope wants is her husband back to rule - a true, strong, loving protector and
steward. Only France has truly dealt with them - for a while, and she needs a new cleanse. These are some
of the arrows we have14:

➵ The Holigral Model and Method, Revealing the Structure, and providing methods for making
people and society whole.
➵ exposing future promises versus past performance - unfit to rule.
➵ exposing corruption and intentional incompetence - unfit to rule.
➵ revealing the distortions of money and property, ownership, shares, investment - unfairness in
action and structures.
➵ revealing the distortions of law and order, justice and prison - symptoms of unfairness.
➵ revealing the truth of “the One God” - the distortion of mono-isms.
➵ exposing the sociopaths: pigs, wolves, goblins.
➵ ending discretionary wills; to make equal inheritance, as is done in France.
➵ reversing “crime and punishment” as the real sins are “ownership and non-sharing”

The correct reframe for politics is “we” - caring for
all, equally. As politicians and rulers, the beginning

S = Head of Seth

of the path towards wholeness of being is to

H = Fence

acknowledge the fact of the harms being caused. As
Mandela showed, the people only want “truth and
reconciliation”. That will do for the people, also.
I have tested with sociopaths, and they are willing

W for Waw
(Staff)

to admit their deeds if they get no punishment for
them. This of course is quite funny given how much
punishment they have inflicted with law, rules and
regulations upon the people. But, as it is. Once this
is done, then the door will be opened to the hall of
knowledge.
The One-God spell was broken on 21st February 2011,
and his true name was then revealed - Seth. With
14

Was Sceptre

H = Fence
Y=Yodh (tail)

“Power over Seth”
Staff with Head &
Tails of Seth

See the appended tables for more detail on this.
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YHWH meant
“Broken Was Scetpre”
Released Seth

Odysseus
hindsight the clues were obvious and only a charm of not-seeing could explain why no-one had worked it out before.
With the cultural “spell” broken it is easier for the single person to cross their own “god” boundaries.

Redressing the Veils of Calypso
To undo the veils of Calypso, one must address the patterns of the seven days of the week, the seven kinds of
trauma and dissociation in order to even begin to reach out to the Gods, first learning to care for the woman
goddess - Calypso - “I love you, Calypso”, sacrificing the pieces of eight - money15 - revealing the eight
patterns of manipulation that go with money and unveiling the secrets of “the gods”.
The signals of penance would be the removal of money and ownership from law and the establishment of
sustainable balance and gross national happiness as the key metrics of good governance. The Buddhist path
of “Right Action” applies here. The way to do this is to deconstruct each of the eight games played, to
escape the habits, the needs and the causes. Unless the proper, due price is paid though, the escape will not
happen, not because I or my processes don’t work or don’t want it to, but because the cosmic forces - Gods if
you like - require convincing, and no bullshit will get past them.
The real signal of completion here is the opening of empathy for the other tribes - which is the pre-requisite
for being able to take the next step.
The cultural spell of the 9 rings of power - the veils of Calypso - were broken on 8th May 2012. As with all un-spelling,
‘how’ is our little secret. The same spell overlays each human within the matrix still, but it is only a personal structure
now; the tap root is gone.

Redressing the Cattle
The cattle have to be returned to Helios-Amun, and that means telling the true story of the Exodus,
unveiling the real identity of YHWH and undoing the ills of those three religious offshoots. This matches the
final Heraclean labour - slaying the triple-headed monster Geryon and returning his cattle to Helios.

Pieces
of Eight

Manipulation of
Money Guarantees
Blindness to
the Magical

Cattle of
Helios

8 Maids
Milking

Locusts

THEFT

The Square “Chinese” Centre to the Piece of Eight
This is a reference to the third “Pirates of the Caribbean” film, where the goddess Calypso is released by sacrificing the
pieces of eight and declaring love for her. While this is a movie the signals are channelled in mysterious ways, and to the
eyes that see aright there are plenty of hidden signals in movies - because they reflect the present consciousness of the
group mind, unknowing to the channels who write the scripts, just like authors of old also channeled the world around.
15
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The money vibration is challenged culturally by exposing the eight profanities which underpin it. However,
the spell of the consequences of money will remain, maybe forever, because it means that any or any incorporated entity
that manipulates money will not “get” the magic nor witness it. Evidence of this in fact has happened enough
times to convince me that this is both true and will remain true. Sacred commerce, and only sacred
commerce can avoid such consequences. There is an old saying by Mohammed "trust in Allah but keep your
camels tied.” Turn this around: “trust in people but keep the magic under sacred laws”. It is why
manipulated prayers will never work, and it is why gods work through the accidental, jokes and asides.

Redressing Scylla and Charybdis
To address Scylla requires exorcism, and to address Charybdis requires the Holigral Method of Rescaling - it
is about undoing the structures and blocks and removing any possessing foreign entities from the self. The
curse on the rulers is that they have to free the people (cattle of Helios) first, before they can be healed
themselves. Only 4% are the sociopaths of Charybdis; the other 96% suffer the fate of Scylla.
My gift to the world can be the Holigral Method for healing all the serious ones. The Hydra explains the
Scylla structures: patterns of six separate the many heads. Approaches to cut off heads double them, and the
right answer is to correctly navigate - naturally. The end result of this work is the preparation for the death
of the ego and the metaphysical resurrection - rebirth.
Jesus said it was harder for a rich man to get into heaven than a camel to pas through the eye of a needle. He
is right. One has to lose all possessions. This means all entities - including the money one.
The Holigral Method works, but will not complete unless all entities are released and the structures undone. Then is
one free of the “spell of the seven”. This spell was undone some time in 2006. The seven rings of the dwarves (Tolkien)
reflect the engineering pattern of seven in the lifecycle (R-CADMID). His seven seeing stones (Palantiri) reflect the
seven perspectives one can take on any focus of attention (when, why, what, where, who, how, effect) within a frame.

Redressing the Sirens
The Truth of the Sirens is that man dies to be reborn humane and to awaken the Sirens within, in this case
allowing the Goddess to live within, and discovering real love. It is the ego death and story of Osiris, and a
very necessary step for any who would wish to rule in the new age. It is the result of doing enough Holigral
processing and making sufficient recompense to mother nature and particularly womankind.
This re-birthing happens once all ego-related elements of the self and perceptions have been addressed - not
just one cosmological boundary, but all of them. Completion will then be with allowing the Goddess within
(whether one is a man or a woman) and the Goddess agreeing the temple is fit for her to enter. This cultural
spell was broken in early 2012. The right story is “sleeping beauty”.

Redressing Circe
The Truth of Circe is to see the human tribes; “whole, social men” as enlightened beasts - the Tribes - until
you see these you are not awake enough, until you see everyone else as also equal in all aspects it is also not
enough - same food, shelter and human needs, same “money” or economic deserts. The “just deserts” is
really a horrible joke of the distortion where the people of the desert god prioritise themselves. As the
leaders of the Peasants’ Revolt sang circa 1400, “when Adam delved and Eva span, who then was a gentleman?”
The TV programme Grimm is a beginning of cultural awakening to this level of experience, only it places all
back to front, making the animals the perpetrators, rather than the one tribe it places as victim - the piggies
victim of the wolf. How funny is that, when the piggies rule?! But then the whole thing here is one of
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undoing victim-consciousness, which is how the perpetrator of harm justifies their actions of evil onto
others, and then sets up charities to rescue the people they damaged in the first place. The Karpman
Triangle applies culturally, with victim tribes exploiting the other peoples. The game has to end, and a new
way of living walked.
This means therefore creating a genuine socialism or commune-ism where all partake of a fair share, where
none are more equal than others in the eyes of the rulers, and a completing of the end of money, ownership
and property rights. The sun shines on all equally, and so should the fruits of the land.
Beginning with a society along the lines of France would be a good start. The signs of this being achieved
will be actions to redistribute wealth and ownership, and equalise standards of living, significantly raising
that of the poorest 20% for example. It might mean transferring shares to the employees for example.
While this was common knowledge to the ancient Egyptians, the sight was lost to humanity, apart from
stories that some owners look like their dogs. I began seeing the real human “tribes” - the animals within,
the animal seen wit the other sight - in 2001, and even more clearly the last few years. The feedback of the
cultural spell being broken is the TV series “Grimm”, where the hero can see the “special” characters’ underlying
animals. There are many “Grimms” out there now.

Redressing the Laestryonians
The cannibalism has to stop. No longer do some feed off others, but rather we all contribute and equally
partake of fair=equal share of the pie, preserving and conserving all the natural resources, or indeed the
desert island of the cannibalistic giants will indeed come home to roost.
reminder - it even has the giants in stone.

Easter Island is the solemn

As pigs do indeed treat others equally so indeed the evidence is that others will no longer be treated equally
badly, but truly equally. While this is not the case the curse of money applies, and the hole in the centre of
the pieces of eight reveals that the further revelations, knowing and experience will remain imaginary until
equality is real. This is the key and the gate to the kingdom heaven, and losing all “possession” willingly,
knowingly and without design to regain any are steps up that pathway.
Giants - encephalitis cannibal disease animals amok - animals dying the after-efffect seen at stage 5
Restoring the messengers; animal telepathy, re-understanding the Oracle, re-learning divination are the after-effects of
doing the right thing here. As a divine punishment the Gods stopped listening, and only recently have they returned
and agreed to listen. The leaders followed (as above so below), and thus the mess. This spell was undone, and also the
silence of the Gods broken.

Redressing Aeolus
Apis was released from Goblin prison in April 2012. There is still much to do, but the winds of change are here.
From the personal perspective, the true power lies within the inner Minotaur - los cojones, and the only safe
time to integrate this true power is after the ego-death of the Siren experience. Ironic, but there is no real
power and no real authenticity until everyone else is treated equally. The true silverback only takes what he
needs from the tree, the equal share. Like the goddess will only return to the clean temple, so it goes for the
bull-god. The French lead the way - a genuine liberty, equality and fraternity.
The plague of gnats was to prick the conscience, and so Loki signals. Mosquitoes show the way. Malaria is
the dis-ease that reflects this, being in all the non-occidental countries. The conscience should be pricked to help
the other peoples and share the resources equally. Until this happens the bull will not return into the leaders of the
occident and they will continue to have no cojones.
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Redressing Polyphemus
The sacrifice of cunning and the acceptance of true shepherding is the penultimate task of the aspiring
member of the hierarchy. By unprojecting value is the eye opened, but one can only confirm this once one
can see the Gods again in all their glory, and the form of that perception is our little secret for now. ;-)
Only once a true equality of treatment of all life is happening through the vehicle of natural love with the
final gate be opened, and Eden returned. The prize is seeing the Gods and other side as it really it, and
communing and being with such amazing forms of life, beyond human comprehension.
The cyclops, like other beings “of the other side”, remains invisible to humans at this time, though he can be seen by
those who truly awaken, as can indeed the entire “other side”. By truly living the right way of all the higher eight,
so can this too truly open. What people see now with “the third eye” is merely a projected sight of the
imaginary.
As frogs were the plague and symbolise fertility the spell of “go forth and multiply” had to be undone. The
sexuality moves into right relations and the venereal diseases will dissipate as this happens, as love replaces
sex. The “Ba” is the soul in Egyptian mythology, and literally until this stage is reached the soul is not truly
back and descended into the body of the reforming “serious one”.

Redressing the Lotus
The “curse of the chosen ones” was broken in July 2008, on request in the Autumn of 2007. At that time, on retreat,
we experienced a day of flies, a day of frogs and a day of water running red from the taps and showers. A
few weeks earlier we also narrowly missed a flash flood - check out Llinars del Valles for the news at the time
(11 June). The drug of truth will reveal if the person has now truly awakened. The dis-eases will fail as the leadership
and peoples move into social health and community.
If one passes the other layers, one is hit by the sleeping vibe of the escape from the lotus eaters (Egyptian)
who were awake. One “takes grass” to find peace joy love one partakes of the lotus only at the end. After
all, sheep and cattle do eat grass. Probably this means a largely vegetarian diet. The trick is to stay awake
when the entire energy of the spell of sleepiness is at its strongest. The signal is chronic fatigue syndrome,
something that seems to hit spiritually aware people more than the fully entranced members of society.
The Truth of the Lotus - Buddha, Rastafarianism, marijuana and peace. Enter the kingdom of heaven on
earth - the lotus eaters of course, that is the spell of awake, and it is the opposite to sleep as portrayed in the
Odyssey. It does not need grass - simply one accepts to eat and be as one of the other human tribes, to take
no more and to no longer live off the others. This is the only path to enlightenment available to the tribe of
the rich and the powerful - the human tribe of Set, symbolised by the pig, the animal they do not eat.
Buddha taught meditation for groups to escape the dream. He was only interested in the serious ones, but
opened to all-comers. It is why his work is so serious though, as also was the work of Gurdjieff.

THE
GREAT COVER
UP

But Are There Any Deeper Layers of Cover-Up?
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The great cover up includes the envy, jealousy, self-esteem and compensatory issues of the Caucasian tribes
that go long further into the past. Why were all the big animals hunted to extinction? Just as Neanderthal
man was out-DNA’d by the Caucasian, so too is the Caucasian being out-DNA’d by the African. This will
continue unless right understanding, right actions, right relations and harmony with nature is established. If
that happens so too will dis-ease end, or at least be greatly reduced. Mayan heart sacrifice has to be
understood in a new light; population balance.
Underneath the Cover-Up

“The Annunaki”
Envy, Jealousy, Covetousness
Over-Hunting, Over-Exploiting, Depleting
Over-Populating, Expanding
Why “out of Africa” in the first instance?
From Expansion
Those migrating cannot compete with those in place
Why competing?
Insufficient locally - over-populating
but Africa was in balance
so the out-of-balance left?
why out of balance?
“Star Trek”
“to boldly go where no man
has gone before”

Simply, the implanted urge to expand ... and so to the stars.

A Wider Context
“Only the worthy find the grail.” The horrible truth is that the Hyksos tribe felt unworthy after being kicked
out of Eden-Egypt, and even from before the envy and jealousy were the roots of the god(s) of thunder (Set,
Baal, Zeus, Jove, Thor and so on), rulers over wasteland and deserts and nomadic tribes. Outside of Egypt
the wealthy did not share with the nomads, creating the envy and situation of invasion after invasion. In
Egypt they did welcome and share, but then expelled - because the dis-ease of the seriousness could not be
cured by their methods.
This then is the origin, the Exodus and its projected Genesis where the God ejected the people from Eden. It
is not knowledge but the replacement of knowledge with faith or teaching that was the evil - the covering
up. There was more than one Exodus. The big one was actually when Ahmose re-conquered Avaris. The
later Exodus was the result of the plagues to expel the rest, after a long period of trying to assimilate and
pacify the remnant. Admitting failure came the plagues. Later Hyksos arrivals, even unto Odysseus were
also treated largely the same - until the power of the gods failed under the rule of the Set-Apep axis, and
Alexandria embraced again a multicultural life. By then, Set was demonised in Egypt and the Hyksos had
well and truly replaced the name with YHWH - the deepest cover-up of all - the lost secret of the Masons.
The Iliad and its precursor, the wedding of Peleus and Thetis, give the last backdrop the events after the
Exodus and before the Odyssey, and as such reflect the starting conditions. As Chaos Theory applied
everywhere, understanding these will help in the final insights. The Trojan War was over women. The cause
of this was the introduction of the first beauty contest over the Golden Apple, and the cause of this was Eris
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acting as part of the general weaving of conflict to allow for a promised land for the last group of Exodus
travellers. The cause of this was the inability of the Egyptians to heal the serious ones of their dis-ease. This
is what we are to rectify this time. Where the seriousness came from has been solved and healed, now only
the people remain to heal.

Concluding
By addressing the Odyssey in reverse, so can the “Promised Land” finally be realised. And now the final
surprise, all of these can happen together within the Holigral process. The unravelling of knowledge and
insight and abilities happens differently for each person, but all are available. It’s not such a long path after
all, maybe a few weeks, perhaps a few months for some. The supporting materials, appended, provide some
basic maps of the territory. The ten gates lead to the land of “heaven on earth”. Why wait?
The continuation of the present path of society will result in revolution and a prolonged dark age of one
form or another. I am the big bad wolf and I will huff and puff and blow your “house” (civilisation) down.
Ten further plagues will there be, each worse than the previous. You have been warned - become stewards
and make peace on earth or the Gods will act - hint; they already are. Do you think Fukushima was an
accident? Japan and Germany listened, but why did no-one else?

The Dharma of the Holy Grail
The purpose of Holigral is to heal the ills of the world and to present the Gods in their true light. The Holigral
Method is like the fire of Prometheus, it is the magic of the gods, the truth of the matrix, brought to mankind
with the blessings of the Gods. It will not work for anyone who manipulates money - that is simply as it is;
the spell neither can nor will be undone.

The Ten Great Truths
1. Fraternity. We are all ONE - part of the same being. Whatever harm we do to another is to ourselves. Life
is easy once we all behave as one and cooperate. Everything then flows. The Ant and the Grasshopper.
2. Equality. We are diverse, magical beings, each with unique or different, useful skills that become apparent
once we act like one team. No one person (or being) is worth more than another. See with the eye of love.
Peter Pan.
3. Liberty. We are each free to do as we please in contributing to life. Doing what we love is the right
offering. Don’t buy the bullshit of those who say otherwise. Three Little Pigs.
4. Free Speech. The animals show the way of each human tribe. We feed each other, not off others - it is a
food-chain not a food pyramid - human beings ought to be recycled into nature, also. Speak out when
you see wrong is done, and cause no harm (see Ma’At). Jack and the Beanstalk.
5. All that glistens is not gold, all that is gold does not glisten. See through the surface to recognise the
underlying tribes of those around you. Real beauty is more than skin deep. Beauty and the Beast.
6. The death of the ego is the birth of the truly humane being. The Little Mermaid.
7. Possession and Fragmentation are a legacy of the dark ages of the last 3150 years; separation leads to
suffering; life need not be like that, but “the matrix” is. Snow White.
8. The sun provides all, unconditionally, and that is how all rulers must be. Money is a trap leading to
extortion and directly to poverty. Charity is how the rulers salve their consciences for the distortions, and
as such it is also the wrong answer, for it hides the real dis-ease. Money manipulators can never see nor
experience magic; it is beyond their sight. The Brownie and the Potatoes.
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9. There are nine patterns of manipulation used to enforce the injustice of the present world. Opposing them
are nine challenges. Sleeping Beauty.
10. The suitors promise and are thus not to be believed. Past performance is the only guide for future
potential. Cinderella.

Wepwawet
Envoy of Osiris
Supporting Materials
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Tables / Diagrams
The table below describes the signals and the required changes to bring healing to society - the seven and the
three.
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Event

Signal

Resolution

Form

Plague Match

Inter-Spell

Remedy

Heracles ??

Suitors
Relativism
Arrows of Truth.
(Politics) Colonic/rectal disease Enemas (for Stables
(Land)
God=Nature
of Augeas) Death.
Cinderella

Friday Diplomacy
Venus, Beauty in
the Eye ...
Sagittarius

Firstborn
(salic law Osiris/Set)

10 Ladies Dancing

Love the
Goddesses

Stables of
Augeas
Stymphalian
Birds

Calypso
(Moon)

Disconnection from Proper care of
the sacred (Science) mother nature.
God=Math/Money Stewardship
Brain Diseases
Sleeping Beauty

Thursday - Power
Abuse - Jove
Direction,
Ochiupus

Darkness
(the light of
the Gods is
cut off)

9 Rings of Power
9 Lords-a-Leaping
Justifying Worth having been
kicked out of
Egypt

9 Arrows of
Truth
9 Hands
Cutting Kuji-Kiri

Golden
Apple

Cattle of
Helios
(Sun)

Despoiling the
harmless, Diabetes
God=One, YHWH
The Star Money
The Merchant of
Venice?

Stewardship of
Unconditional
Love for People.
Acceptance.

Wednesday Power Role Mercury
Identity, Scorpio

Locusts
Money - Pieces of
(consumption Eight [usury ...]
)
8 Maids-a-Milking
Moneymanipulators lose
the magic, cannot
get it.

Scylla & Fragmented or
Charybdi Possessed, Viruses
s
Snow White
(Saturn)

Integration or
Exorcism.
Holigral Method

Tuesday - power Hail landscape - Mars, fragments
Libra
(Scylla)

Sirens
(Venus)

Ego
Breast Cancer
The Little Mermaid

Osiris: Death and
Resurrection. Love

Circe
(Zeus)

False perception.
Recognising and
Tribes hidden.
valuing all tribes
Astigmatism.
Hari Krishna food.
Beauty and the Beast

Reclaim
Time;
Counter the
Octaves of
Seven

Hydra

Monday Boils (beauty Hex-Curse
Reflection-Lunar, only seen on Hear no Evil
Melatonin/Moles surface)
6 Geese-a-Laying
Virgo

Ears

Girdle of
Hippolyte

Sunday Projection
Sacral-Solar,
Leo

Pestilence
(contempt:
arrogance)

Sight
Undo
Pentangle

The Hind
Nemean Lion

Saturday - the
whole cycle
Root, Laertes
Gonads.
Cancer

Wild Animals Speak no Evil
(Scrapie, BSE, No Oracle
CJD)
No Messages
4 Calling Birds

Mouth
Erymantheon
Undo the 4
Boar
lies
Break Square

Gnats
(gadflies)
Malaria

Smell, Liberty Mares of
Equality
Diomedes
Fraternity

Cannibals Feeding off Others,
(Hermes) Heart Dis-Ease.
Electrical/Nervous.
[Gigantism from
pituitary.]
Jack and the beanstalk

Sharing Equally.
Commons.
Commune-ism.
The Tribe of Set

The
Winds Apis
(Poseidon
)

Regain Cojones.
Uranic - Male
Embody the Bull
Ancestral
Breathwork Gemini (balls)
Conscience.
Apis, envoy of Ptah

Emasculation.
Lung Diseases
Airborne Disease
3 little pigs

Possession(s)
7 Day Cycle
7 Swans-aSwimming

Expose
Geryon
Money=Theft
,
Sacred
Commerce

See no Evil
Enchantments
Blind
No vision/future
5 Gold Rings

Triangle
N/E/S Winds
3 French Hens

Cyclops - Closed.
Third Eye Venereal Disease.
(Moon)
Myopia.
Billy-Goat Gruff
Peter Pan

Open - Embody the Neptunic - Female Frogs
Circumcised/
6th Sense
Ram - Soul (Ba)
Ancestral
(fertility,
blinded,
Horus
Taurus
sexual power) Surface touch only,
De-Projection
2 Turtle Doves

Cretan Bull

Lotus
Eaters Peace
(Sun)

Awaken - Embody The Other Side Peace
Rest in Peace,
Meditation
Aries
BaNebDjedet
Ra

Cerberus

Sleep (M.E.), the
Great Cover-Up.
Ant and Grasshopper
(reversed)

Water into
Wine
(drug of
truth)

Uprooted.
Partridge in Pear
Tree

Taste Sun
Disc
Accept they
were kicked
out, not
leaving by
choice.

The four defenders are the first four, the midfield is the next three and the attack the final three. The
Goalkeeper is behind all of this.
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The Real “Game of Thrones”
“Exposing the System - so we can bring it down”

The Game

The Goblin Manipulation

The Hobbit Remedy

The Suitors

Politics - the Nine Rings of
Power

The Nine Arrows of Truth

The Seven Veils

Secrets, Lies, damned lies &
statistics

Truth & Reconciliation Bust
excuses, justifications,
complaints, rationalisations

Under the Sun

Ownership, inheritance

Commons-stewardshiptenancy-liberty

The Call of the
Siren

Discrimination, e.g. Gender

Acceptance, but intolerance of
intolerance, melatonin

The Abyss and
the Hydra

Entity, Crime & Punishment Justice

Release, Exorcism, Integration

The Food of the
Gods

Bread & Circus, Competition

Cooperation, Shared
resources, One Team,
fraternity

Top 8.5 %

Money, Inequality & Charity

Equality, Balance

Four Winds and
a Funeral

Promises - including sexual

Affirmations, Ma’At.
Venerating the ancestors.

The One-Eyed
Monster

Surface Glamour
Cover-Ups

Teaching to see through.
Venerating the ancestors.

War over Women: Iliad (Eris)

Tasting the Lotus

Hard Work / Busyness

Effortless Results.
The “other side” of life.

Kicked out of Egypt

The Remedy in Practice:
A people’s declaration of independence of the Government - and a declaration of reconquest, sharing all
property/shares/rights among the people, the people own any government.
Property is tenancy under stewardship
People are equally deserving of the same quality and standard of life, education and healthcare,
regardless of job or “status”
Stewardship as Governance
The only intolerance is intolerance
One Mind, One Land, One People
Money gradually eliminated as the people paced to living without it. Exposing how money works for
all to see.
Politics based upon past performance affirmations, not promises
Information to reveal and show through the deceptions - goblin reading. Human Signals Intelligence
Holigral methods to undo structures, exorcise demons, attain effortless performance, bust stories and
excuses
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Universe
Matrix
Phases

Kaotic
Universe

Sun
Universe

Moon
Universe
(Egyptian)

Land
Universe
(”One God”)

Deterministic Relativistic
Universe
Universe

Apocalyptic
Universe

Saturday
Phase
Requirements

Life

Predator

Joy, Plenty
Farmer

Control of
Scarce
Resource

Reason &
Freedom of
Thought

Social
Equality

Cooperation
Holism
Valuing Life

Sunday Phase
Projection

To be

Sun

Amun-Ra

Bible Spell
Warfare
Power

Science
Spell

Time &
Space
Heisenberg

Sunshine
Love
At Cause

Monday Phase
Reflections

Safety &
Food

Following
The Prey

Moon
Animal-Gods
Nile

Law
Boundaries
Power

Standards
Metrics

Expectations

Animal Gods
Moon Isis

Tuesday Phase
Learning
Story Land

Cycles

Migration

Resurrection
Osiris etc

Exodus

Development
&
Revolution

Animal
Farm

Death
Full Circle
Duty

Wednesday
Phase Source
Identity

Life

Nomadic

Polytheistic
Truly, joyous
Civilisation

Monotheistic
Ordered

Age of
Enlightenment
Determinism

Nuclear

Golden Age
Renewed
Enlightenment

Thursday
Phase
Flow

Survival

Sacrifice
Hunt

Initiation
Affirmation
Farming

Proclamation
Promises

Debate
Argument
Proof

Consensus

Cooperation
Unmeasuring

Friday Phase
Death
Retirement

Escape Prey

Success ->
Farming

Seriousness
Exodus

Dogma

Social
Inequality

Paralysis
Collapse
Injustice

Diplomacy
THE END

The Matrix of the Layers of the Structure of the Metaphysical Universe:
The left-hand column shows the forms of the fractal phases of each.
Right-Hand Column: the New Universe In Creation, Second from Right: the present Universe since 1905, third from
Right: the prior Galilean Universe, fourth from right: the Monotheistic Universe, fifth from right: the prior Moon
Universe of Egypt and farming, sixth from right: the prior Sun Universe of the nomad, and seventh from right: the
prior Kaotic Universe of animal survival.
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Revelatory Process

Ontological-Emergent (Hindsight)
Tactical (Temporal)

Momentum Process

Characteristic (Identity)
Informatic (Metaphoric)

Scaling Process

Metric (Spatial)
Projective (Directional)

Metaphoric Process

Environmental (Proprioceptive)
Spatial Process
Y-Chromosomal
& Mitochondrial

Rotational
Process

Group Mind
Cultural Field
Wider Fields

Body Process
Temporal
Process

Field
Process

The Holigral Forms of Processes for Addressing the Matrix of Serious Ones

Other Stories of Relevance for Understanding Goblins etc

The Lord of the Rings, The Hobbit, Peer Gynt, Three Little Piggies, Pinocchio, Peter Pan (for pirates),
“6/7 Israel - only Sabbath off” Versus “1/7 Egypt - only Saturday worked”
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Holigral and Homeopathy

From wikipedia, on Homeopathy (my abridged version)
German physician Samuel Hahnemann first stated the basic principle of homeopathy in 1796, known as the
"law of similars." This principle is: "let like be cured by like." He believed that by using drugs to induce
symptoms, the artificial symptoms would stimulate the vital force, causing it to neutralise and expel the
original disease and that this artificial disturbance would naturally subside when the dosing ceased. It is
based on the belief that a substance that in large doses will produce symptoms of a specific disease will, in
extremely small doses, cure it.
An early assertion that like cures like was made by Hippocrates about 400 BC, when he prescribed
mandrake root, which produced mania, to treat mania, by prescribing a dose smaller than what would
produce mania.
In 1828, Hahnemann introduced the concept of miasms; underlying causes for many known diseases. A
miasm is often defined by homeopaths as an imputed "peculiar morbid derangement of [the] vital force".
Hahnemann associated each miasm with specific diseases, with each miasm seen as the root cause of several
diseases. According to Hahnemann, initial exposure to miasms causes local symptoms, such as skin or
venereal diseases, but if these symptoms are suppressed by medication, the cause goes deeper and begins to
manifest itself as diseases of the internal organs.
Homeopathy maintains that treating diseases by directly opposing their symptoms, as is sometimes done in
conventional medicine, is ineffective because all "disease can generally be traced to some latent, deep-seated,
underlying chronic, or inherited tendency". The underlying imputed miasm still remains, and deep-seated
ailments can be corrected only by removing the deeper disturbance of the vital force.
About The Holigral Method
The biggest external influence on the development of Holigral was the ideas of David Grove. In particular:

➡

his work was designed to minimise the projective influence of the facilitator or environment because
projection is the biggest cause of dissociative trauma,

➡

he sought to work WITH the symptoms of the client, stating that the symptoms were the system’s
failures to try to alleviate the dis-ease.

With my physics background, I extended David’s understanding of projective trauma, seeing to understand
the mechanics and energetics of dissociation, and invent new ways of unmeasuring it. The insight about
projection that I gained was that projective trauma acts in chains - through people, down generations - just
like viruses passing from person to person. Projection is like a metaphysical dis-ease.
The Holigral processes therefore, also work with the symptoms to help them complete, whereupon they die,
and the job is done. Just like with homeopathy, the minimum is introduced from the facilitator, and the
maximum client flow is encouraged.
Another holigral development discovered the human tribes, and that a considerable increase in inner peace
and health emerges for people who recognise their tribe. This is where the connection gets even more
interesting, because the tribes are all fauna, flora, mineralia and magical creatures that we know of - every
real thing and every imaginary thing is the human tribe collective. Each human tribe reflects the animal, but
where there is dis-ease we see differences, and this is hugely importance for social and cultural healing.
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The Holigral Perspective on Homeopathy

Projection
The first part is the idea of projection and placebo. Whether medicine is allopathic or homeopathic or herbal
or another kind, I allocate the real effect in the mind, in the whole system. The strength of a placebo depends
upon the strength of the belief in the remedy. Modern medicines with scientific backing and credibility score
highly in the belief systems of the occident, whereas Chinese herbal remedies score highly in China.
The projective chain from the ancients onto a herb, from the herb into the initial distillation, from the belief
in the person preparing the remedy, into the belief of the practitioner administering and the patient receiving
all combines into the effect. If the chain is cut the effect is reduced, and this explains why blind trials and
double blind trials produce the results on a parity with placebo. The entire chain is needed for the effect to
be most powerful.

Tribes and Remedies
By matching the remedy to the person’s tribe, the homeopathic “constitutional remedy” is revealed. Rather
than working with the remedy of the dis-ease, the constitution is triggered. This is like the trump card
which maximises the system’s own healing potential and resonates dis-ease out of the system. I believe that
by adding the understanding of the tribe will aid and reinforce the homeopathic effect, and this is where
these approaches can combine effectives.
Homeopathically, if the tribe of the pig looks at itself, it will realise that is does treat others equally. The only
move required is from “badly” to “as well as oneself” and the entire matrix can flow. It is that simple.
A normal person being a collective there will be a host of lesser remedies addressing each structural aspect of
the collective if only that part is to be healed. That is the form of the remedial homeopathy, finding the host
of archetypes within and choosing the right one.

Diseases are not of the Self
Many if not all dis-ease actually comes from the culture according to the discoveries of Holigral. When the
truth of projection is understood, it is always someone else’s fault that a person has a problem behaviour or
sickness. As such, many illnesses are inherited or transferred because of the evil in the culture. This is the
real cause for heart dis-ease being the highest killer in the occident - the heartless society. Only by creating
social awareness and changing the nature of society can these dis-eases be reduced or even eliminated.
As with the person, by telling and understanding their story, they escape its tyranny, so also can we do with
the culture, understanding the stories and therefore what to do to change life for the better.

Wepwawet
Envoy of Osiris
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